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Abstract—Sentence level translation and projection of
polarity is way more challenging for english-hindi pair as hindi
is relatively free order language and translation cost adds up to
the error rate. Instead of that, if we assume each sentiment
bearing sentences as combination of certain karaka relations
and labels, and narrow down our observation to phrase level
for every sentence, there can be a dependency between english
and hindi phrases through phrase level translation and finding
sentiments for those particular english phrases can lead us to
predicting sentiments of their respective hindi sentences as well,
with very less translation errors and no dependency on hindi
labelled corpus.

Karakas are an important constituent of Hindi language.
Karaka relations express syntactico-semantic or semanticosyntactic relationship between verbs and nouns or pronouns
in a sentence. They capture certain level of semantics closer
to thematic relations. A vibhakti is assigned to each karaka,
in Paninian grammar.
The structure of the paper is as follows: in the next
section we describe the Literature survey. Section III
introduces the dataset used for this experiment. Section IV
introduces the challenges faced.. The algorithm of our
system is described in Section V. Finally the last section
concludes the paper.

Index Terms—Cross lingual, dependency parser, karaka
roles, sentiment analysis.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Ref. [1] has already created manually annotated corpus
and SentiWordNet for Hindi based on equivalent of English.
They learnt the best parameters for different approaches and
compared their performance for sentiment analysis in Hindi.
Ref. [2] developed a lexicon of adjectives and adverbs
with polarity scores using Hindi Wordnet, along with an
annotated corpora of Hindi Product Reviews where they
reached an accuracy of approximately 79%.
Ref. [3] improvised the existing Hindi SentiWordNet and
Proposed new rules for negation handling and discourse
relation for Hindi language reviews. Their Proposed
algorithm produced 82.89% for positive reviews and 76.59 %
for negative reviews, and an overall accuracy of 80.21%.
The process of sentiment analysis is divided into five
steps [4]: Process of Sentiment Analysis for Text (Lexicon
Generation), Subjectivity Detection, Sentiment polarity
Detection,
Sentiment
Structuration,
Sentiment
Summarization-Visualization-Tracking.
Ref. [5] proposed system for sentiment analysis of Hindi
movie review uses HindiSentiWordNet (HSWN) to find the
overall sentiment associated with the document and polarity
of words in the review are extracted from HSWN and then
final aggregated polarity is calculated which can sum as
either positive, negative or neutral. Synset replacement
algorithm was used to find polarity of those words which
don‟t have polarity associated with it in HSWN. Negation
and discourse relations which are mostly present in Hindi
movie review were also handled to improve the performance
of the system.
In English, Philip Stones developed General Inquirer
system, the first milestone for extracting textual sentiment.
It was based on the manual database containing set of
positive or negative orientations and the input words are
compared with database to identify their class such as
positive, negative, feel, pleasure [6].
Again In English, Hatzivassiloglou was the first to
develop empirical method of building sentiment lexicon for

I. INTRODUCTION
Sentiment Analysis has been a topic of interest in the past
decade. Humans have always been very expressive in terms
of writing or giving opinions. There is data present in form
of news articles, gadget reviews, editorials on political
issues, tourism guides and with the growing use of social
media, tweets and posts do add to it. There are a number of
companies who want their company reviews to be analysed
in order to get a sense of their public outlook. Users are also
interested in knowing the sentiment polarity of the
document before reading it any further depending on their
inclination for the topic.
Hindi is one of the most commonly spoken languages in
the world. Hindi is written in devanagari script. With recent
advances, more amount of hindi data is present in electronic
form. Hindi is a resource scarce language, where the parsers
aren‟t that efficient and data needs to be manually tagged for
every task due to the unavailability of well annotated
standard corpora. The Hindi sentiwordnet available contains
limited number of sentiment bearing words like adjectives,
adverbs, etc.
Hindi is a free word order language which mostly uses the
subject-object-verb order, whereas English uses the subjectverb-object word order. In Hindi, prepositions succeed the
noun or pronouns they qualify whereas Prepositions usually
come after the pronoun or noun in English. Because of these
factors direct machine translation accuracy is low and hence
we tried to incorporate this by direct translation of phrases
rather than the whole sentence and predicting the sentiment
on entire sentence level.
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adjectives. The key point is based on the nature of
conjunctive joining the adjectives. A log-linear regression
model is provided with 82% accuracy [7].
Pang build sentiment lexicon for movie reviews to
indicate positive and negative opinion. This system
motivated the other machine learning approaches like
Support Vector Machine, Maximum Entropy and Naive
Bayes [8].

III.

V.

ALGORITHM

We use the concept of karaka roles to extract key phrases
in the hindi sentence and then move on to find its English
equivalent , and find the polarity of that particular English
phrase and project it back to hindi. Here, we define
keyphrases as combination of NN-JJ words or words that
modify and give sentiment to the main verb of sentence.
For each given sentence:
We run the dependency parser on it, and obtain the output
in following format:

DATASET

The data we use are of multiple domain, crawled from
various gadget, movie reviews websites such as:
http://jagran.com,
http://www.patrika.com,
http://www.bhaskar.com and
Hindi-English Parallel corpus released for ACL-Shared
task (2005).

Input(English Translation) : The Government is also
encouraging the competition authorities to be more
proactive.
Output:
TABLE I: KARAKA ROLES

Cleaning and Pre-processing Data

Index

After the data is crawled and is in raw text form, the next
task is several iterations of processing on data, which
involves:
1. Correcting the spellings in order to make it easier for
further mappings to any other language (such as english),
data resource(such as wordnet). In below example, the
original word in corpus with its translated english equivalent
is mentioned in bracket, and then , the same word after
spelling correction and its correct english form is mentioned.
1).
(Abinn) ->
(Integral)
2).
(H almark)->
(Hallmark)
2. Appending the missing end marker of sentence “|”.

POS Tag

Rel Index

Label

1

JJ

10

k1

2

NN

3

mod

3

NN

6

k4

4

3

lwg__psp

5

PSP:
JJ

6

pof

6

VM

10

vmod

7

PSP:

3

lwg__psp

8

RP

6

lwg__rp

9

JJ

10

pof

10

VM

0

main

11

VAUX

10

lwg__vaux

12

VAUX

10

lwg__vaux

.

10

rsvm

13

Word

.

Root

.

IV. CHALLENGES
This table depicts relations between each word in
sentence to other words using karaka roles.

The basic naive method for performing sentiment analysis
in Hindi again comprises the issue of non gold datasets and
the scarcity of various other resources and tools. Annotated
corpus is the foremost requirement for any Machine
Learning and NLP task, irrespective of purpose and
requirements in predicting sentiments of corpus, be it on any
level (sentence, phrase, document). A good corpus both in
terms of quality and quantity plays a major role in the net
performance and effectiveness of a system.
There are many datasets which have set benchmark in
their quality for resource-rich languages like English and are
freely available too, e.g., SemEval 2014 datasets [20]. But,
Indian languages are still lagging in terms of such high
quality resources. And the existing Datasets which are
specific to Indian languages, created by respective research
labs are very few in number with lots of limitations due to
translation errors while translating a english dataset and
smaller size because of it, to name a few. Examples can be
seen in [1], [2], [16], [20], [21].
So, to handle this problem, we propose a cross-lingual
method which involves significantly reduced translation
errors and hence better coverage in terms of data and hence
its sentiment values.

1

JJ

10

k1

This depicts that the word
(government) at index 1
is related to word at 10th position (rel index)
, which is
main verb of sentence through the label k1 ( which means
karta, doer of the action). Hence
is the doer of the
action, which is depicted by main verb.

Fig. 1. Relation of main verb with other words through labels.
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Approach 2 (Using ESWN to sum polarities):
Due to limitation of the words in it, and to avoid conflict
situations while predicting sentence classification is tough
due to multiple subjects with different polarity, i.e if the
sentence sums up to having two weak subject negative
polarity words and one strong subject positive polarity
words, one strong negative polarity words and three weak
positive polarity words etc. , we come up with an approach
where we predict the polarity of translated english phrases
by mapping it to ESWN (English sentiwordnet), hence
attaching polarity score of every word and performing
weighted average of phrase score to come up with overall
polarity score of sentence.

Input (English Translation): And better performance in
business in turn benefits consumers.
Output:

Fig. 2, All Dependency Labels in Hindi Treebank

By the help of these marked relations of each word with
verb, we extract various properties of sentence, which will
be useful for us, namely:
The agent of action: k1
The action performed: k2
Doer of action: k3
Part of relations: pof
Modifier for Nouns: nmod / nmod_adj

TABLE II: KARAKA LABELS

1

POS
Tag
NN

Rel
Index
9

2

PSP :

1

3

JJ

4

4

NN

9

lwg__psp
nmod__ad
j
k1

5

NN

9

rt

6

PSP:

5

lwg__psp

7

PSP:

5

lwg__psp

8

JJ

9

pof

9

VM

0

main

10

VAUX

10

lwg__vaux

.

10

rsvm

Index

Approach 1: Coarse Grain Classification (Sentence
Level)
For this, we extract phrases from this output on following
rules:
For each relation which involves the dependency label as
-pof (Part of relation, Part of units such as conjunct verbs)
-mod/nmod/nmod_adj (all kinds of modifier to main verb/
verb modifiers(vmod))
Extract those relations and make small phrases out of
them, with given assumption that these convey and hold
maximum sentiment bearing parts of sentence (hence
Keyphrases of sentence).
According to above rule, the phrases which we obtain are:

11

Word

.

Root

.

Label
k7

Phrases obtained by previously defined rules and their
scores:
: 0.625
: 0.5
Overall score: average of phrase polarities: 0.56, hence
positive sentence , which is correct as per analysis.

After these phrases are obtained, we conduct phrase level
translation and translate these phrases into English:

VI.

Is Encouraging
After we find the english equivalent of hindi key phrases,
to obtain overall sentiment pattern of sentence as positive or
negative, we cross reference and find weighted label of
adjective and noun in the english phrase from MPQA corpus,
with weights given according to type of word as
strong/weak subject.
Adjective/Noun in phrases: encouraging, active
type=strongsubj len=1 word1=encouraging pos1=adj
stemmed1=n priorpolarity=positive
type=weaksubj len=1 word1=active pos1=adj
stemmed1=n priorpolarity=positive
Hence, it leads to overall sentiment of sentence as
positive which is correct.
228

CONCLUSION

The above method uses labels generated from
dependency parsers to indicate relations between each word
in a sentence, and then utilise these labels to perform cross
lingual sentiment prediction with least translation errors as
phrase translations have less error rate and greater accuracy
as compared to entire sentence translation. Also, since the
method is not dependent on various available hindi labelled
corpuses and datasets, the coverage is significantly better.
We can extend this work to fine grain level where we can
predict the sentiment score/label with respect to each topic
in the sentence. Also, this approach can be adopted to
supervised method in which trained phrases can be used to
predict sentiment labels.
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